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Trade Rationale

•    After shifting portfolios to a modestly more defensive stance 

in late February ahead of a choppy March, recent market 

developments are accelerating the “risk-off” pressure on 

equities. The changing tone of markets does not have any 

systemic characteristics; however, a falling U.S. 10yr Treasury 

yield is challenging the reflation thesis amidst a short-term 

drought of core economic and earnings data.
 

•    Sector rotation has not yet indicated a deeper risk reversal 

outside of the notable challenges in Financial Services, a 

sector levered to long-term yields. Leadership in Technology 

and Industrials remains intact and credit spreads have lifted 

only modestly. Additonally, Healthcare has reasserted itself 

after the challenges of Pres. Trump’s healthcare overahaul.

•    With the near-term balance of risk versus return shifting 

toward risk, it was appropriate to protect capital by raising 

the weight of fixed income closer to neutral from a deeply 

underweight position. This increase was funded by cash, 

partially reducing the overweight to Japanese equities and 

reducing Financial Services exposure right down to neutral.

 Strong corporate earnings trends and positive economic

data continue to support our constructive long-term view of risk

assets. Rising inflation, notably in the U.S. and Eurozone, appears 

likely to drive tighter monetary policy through 2018, a point 

repeatedly validated by Federal Reserve officials though not 

always observed by market participants. Notwithstanding the 

present tactical moderation of our long-term asset allocation, we 

continue to believe rising global growth  and inflation will drive 

higher rates and lower bond prices over the medium term.

U.S. equities remain clear leadership among global markets,

with Germany and France also demonstrating notable

positive relative performance. With solid economic momentum

underpinning equity strength in each case, portfolios are

overweight all three countries.

Sector overweights remain focused in Industrials and Technology 

owing to consistent growth drivers between these sectors and 

our broader reflation thesis.

Portfolio Repositioning Rationale

Portfolio Structure Update

Table 1 | Portfolio Repositioning Snapshot

Table 2 | Investment Recommendation Snapshot
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